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Abstract--In this paper we consider the use of rules- and knowledge-based ystems for the modelling of 
a broad class of decision problems. NEGOPLAN is a rule-based decision support ool, originally designed 
for negotiation support. We have used it to model processes with two participants, where the structure 
of the problem at any moment can be derived from the previous tructure and decisions. We present 
NEGOPLAN+, an extenston that allows us to model the decision processes of an autonomous agent in a 
randomly changing environment. Our case study is the explorator) mission of a robot collecting material 
on the surface of an unknown planet. We show how the static and dynamic aspects of the decision process 
can be modelled in NEGOPLAN +. and we discuss the wider implications of mechanisms available in our 
system. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Decision making may involve man}' levels of  representation and multi-level inference, depending 
on the complexity and novelty of  the decision situation. Recent work on representation and 
inference mphasized the hierarchical representations such as networks or trees [I, 2]. Less attention 
has been paid to the generation or construction of  these structures. Eden et al. [3] propose a 
cognitive mapping technique to construct a representation of  complex and novel problems, but 
their method does not include inference. 
We discuss a logic-based framework for modelling complex and novel decision processes. 
It is used to model autonomous decision-making in changing environments. Following Holland 
et al. [4], we consider rules as basic epistemic building blocks. Rule-based systems can be used to 
model situations that do not depend on time. A rule represents a summary reaction of  some 
inference mechanism to the presence--at some moment - -o f  all the necessary "triggers" of  a certain 
action. Rules refer to local properties and situations, and this is their main appeal: that one can 
express a lot without always thinking about the grand picture. Systems which implement diagnosis, 
discovery and so on (see the classical domains of  application of  expert systems) can be built on 
the basis of  a large number of  rules, each providing a very partial description of  the overall 
situation. 
We do not want to lose the expressiveness and modularity of  this approach when we are 
faced with a new application domain in which time plays a central role. The choice of  domain, 
and illustrative example are motivated by the desire to investigate the suitability of  rules as a 
representation of  complex, context-dependent problems. We shall demonstrate here that rules are 
also suitable for generating problem representations, making local decisions that aim at achieving 
global goals, and for controll ing (to some extent) the decision process. 
An example of  a rule-based tool that supports the solution of  complex and initially ill-structured 
problems is NEGOI'LAN, an expert system shell implemented in Prolog. Our implementation takes 
advantage of  Prolog's symbolic manipulation capabilities rather than its logical properties. 
We do not directly employ the innate reasoning ability of  the backward chainer which underlies 
Prolog. Instead, we have built a complete interpreter of  rules, used for forward chaining. This is 
in contrast with systems which compile rules into Prolog; see for example Shintani [5]. 
NEGOPLAN is a decision support system, originally designed for negotiation support [6, 7]. 
It was used to model processes with two participants, where the structure of  the problem at 
any moment can be derived from the previous structure and the previous decisions [8, 9]. 
NECK)PLAN finds solutions which are flexible from the standpoint of  one participant, that is, 
resistant o the changes in the position of  the other participant [10]. 
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NEGOPLAN supports our approach to describing, modifying and analyzing complex discrete 
processes. At first, it was only used for qualitative reasoning, and only the initial representation 
of the decision problem could be modified. We have expanded the system in two directions. 
First, it is now possible to model and simulate processes with a distinct quantitative aspect 
and with the final outcome not entirely known a pr io r i  [ll]. Second, the problem and the 
environment may be richer than before, both may have interdependent elements, be controlled. 
and have memory. Our extension, which we call NEGOPLAN-[--, can be used to describe and 
control the behaviour of an autonomous agent in a dynamically and quasi-randomly changing 
environment. 
The questions we ask are these: How far can we go with NEGOPLANS formalism before 
encountering an inexpressible problem? When this has happened, what is needed to add 
expressiveness? We propose to extend NEGOPLAN with Prolog. Also, how flexible is the NEOOI'LAN 
approach, and how can the negotiation paradigm be used in the modelling of individual complex 
decisions? To discuss the modelling of decision making, we pursue a simplified example of a robot 
(the agentl exploring the surface of an unknown planet Ithe environment). The characteristics of
the agent and the environment, he interactions and decision rules are concrete, but they represent 
a typical modelling exercise of the kind we envision for our system, 
The paper has six more sections. The decision process and its representation is discussed in 
Section 2. Section 3 introduces the case stud} of a robot which makes decisions in an unknown 
environment described by randoml} generated values of given parameters. NEGOPLAN-t-- is used to 
model the behaviour and the decision process of the robot. The modelling aspect is presented 
in Section 4 and an experiment with the robot conducting a mission is discussed in Section 5. 
Remarks and directions tbr further research are given in Section 6. Finally, we offer a simple 2ret 
compelling conclusion. 
2. THE MODEL OF COMPLEX DECIS ION PROCESSES 
We consider here decision processes with an agent a whose decisions depend on its condition 
and the state of the environment. The agent undertakes actions (decisions and their announcements 
or implementations) to achieve one or more goals. These actions may cause changes in the agent's 
condition and in the environment which must be considered in its later decisions. The environment 
may also change spontaneously. 
A decision is context-dependent and decomposable: that is, the decision problem can be 
broken down into a number of subproblems. Examples of such complex decisions are political or 
trade negotiations, implementation of new technology and innovation, or location of a new plant. 
In these and other examples there is an agent (negotiator, manager) that performs a mission 
which requires local decisions leading to the achievement of the mission's objectives. There also 
is an environment (competition. market, local government) which may respond to the agent's 
decisions and which the agent has to consider. 
We assume that the agent develops a representation , ,  of the decision problem. ,~, depends on 
time: we express this by writing ,~(t) whenever appropriate. The agent uses the representation , ,  
to determine and evaluate alternative decisions. The evaluation of alternatives may be partial, 
and then it is up to the agent to make the final choice and to implement he chosen alternative. 
In all interactive decision support systems uch co-operation exists between the agent and the 
system of which , ,  is an important part. NEGOPLAN was used in this way, for example, to model 
union management negotiations in the paper industr} [9]. 
We also assume that the agent's methods of reasoning do not change, in that the way in 
~hich the agent analyses the problem representation and derives a decision from it is time 
independent. The reasoning is represented b) an inference procedure P .... In autonomous 
decision making, I~,.. contains an "'evaluator'" or a selection mechanism, which is used to choose 
one decision alternative. Thus. [P'.. and , , ( t )  together epresent ,  at time t. Note that P,,. may be 
quite uni,,ersal, so that at a particular time only some of its elements may be used. For example, 
forward chaining can be used with or without a preference licitation procedure for choosing rules 
to be activated. 
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The representation ,,t is consistent if at least one feasible decision alternative can be inferred 
from it. By applying P .  to m at time t, we obtain a local decision /a(t): 
P.. ( , , , (t))  = l~(t ). (1) 
where t = 0, I . . . . .  T and T is the ending time of  the process (unknown a priori) .  
Decision u(t) is implemented in a'S environment, which, at time t, is the state E(t). This state 
is obtained from the representation e(t) of the environment. The representation ,(t) may consist 
of several mechanisms (complementary models) which are used to generate the expected or 
assumed state ~(t), or it can be a set of possible states together with a selection mechanism. The 
environment changes dynamically and may respond to the agent's actions. However, there may 
not be a causal relationship between the implementation of the decision and the state of the 
environment. The changes of ,(t) may be caused by such forces as weather and radiation, or by 
the time of day. or ~-(t) may be static but ~7"s perception changes because of its movement in 
the environment. Thus, there is a relationship between the agent's behaviour and the changes 
in the environment, and these changes may affect the representation ,,,. This relationship may be 
indirect when the agent does not kno~ the representation of the environment but only "'senses" 
its states. 
We note the following relationships between the agent, its environment, an inference procedure 
[~. acting on environment representations, and inference procedures A. and A~, which are used to 
determine the dynamic changes in the representation of the environment and the agent: 
P, l~(t))=E(t) ,  (2) 
&.( i t ( t ) ,E ( t ) ,  , ( t ) )=  ,(I + I), (3) 
D~.. (ll(t), ~(t ). ,,,(t )) = ~,,(t + I). (4) 
Formula (2) sa)s that by applying procedure P. to the representation of the environment,  at 
time t we obtain state ~(t ). The decision It(t) made by a at time t may influence the future states 
of the environment. Kno~ ing lt(t ), the representation ,-(t ) and state ~ (t) of the environment at time 
t, we can determine the representation ,(t + i ). This is given in formula (3). A similar relationship. 
but with respect o the changes in the representation of the decision problem, is given in formula 
(4). Figure I illustrates these relationships for t = 0 and t = I. 
Representation ,,,(0) is called the initial representation which a was given at the beginning of the 
decision process, h is assumed that ,~, is fully kno~n at time 0. To determine it. we use a's past 
experience and its assumed or actual knowledge of the environment. By applying procedure ~,.. 
to a,(0), one or more alternatixe decisions can be chosen. Either it is the agent who chooses/~(0), 
or the procedure has a built-in selection mechanism which makes it possible to choose a decision. 
This decision is then implemented in the environment. The old em, ironment is represented by dO). 
the new b.~ ,(I). 
Information used for: 
* ~ modification ~ inference ~ response, continuation 
Fig. I. Information exchange between the agent and the environment. From t = 0 to t = I. 
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The environment changes with or without the influence of the decision/~(0). Its initial state is 
((0). The agent analyses the decision, its consequences, and the new state of the environment. 
This analysis ma) cause changes in the problem representation a d, as indicated in Fig. I, a new 
representation ,,,( I ) may be developed. 
Formulae (I)-(4) model the decision making process in a dynamic environment. The agent 
makes local decisions jl(t) so as to achieve one or more goals. Local decisions are made to achieve 
locally determined goals. There also are global goals, which the agent wants to achieve and which 
justify the whole process. Local decisions contribute to the achievement of these global goals, either 
directly or indirectl), by achieving subgoals of the global goals. 
The sequence of local decisions /1(0),/~(1) . . . . .  /~(T) aims at the achievement of global goals 
which were known at the beginning of the process. Note that during the decision process the global 
goals may change due to changes in the environment, or the agent's perception of the problem. 
3. A CASE STUDY 
3. I. The robot amt tile mission 
The modelling approach is illustrated with the case of a robot which has a simple mission to 
fulfill. The robot moves on the surface of a planet, unknown a priori. One might say that it 
"'negotiates" the terrain. We assume, for simplicity, that its sensory capabilities only enable it to 
monitor itself and the environment at the beginning and the end of a move. 
The mission consists in collecting a certain number of samples and pictures and returning to the 
base. The difficulty lies, first, in the assumption that the robot has a fixed, limited amount of energy; 
if it is all used up, the robot will fail because the samples and pictures cannot be delivered. Second, 
the mission is carried out in an unknown environment: a planet with a few parameters assumed 
a priori whose values are not known. Four parameters are considered by the robot: radiation, 
temperature, the surface and the level of lighting. Depending on the values of these parameters, 
the robot uses more or less energy, and it can or cannot take a picture or a sample. Extreme values 
may cause a partial or complete failure of the mission. 
The robot has the following limitations taken into account in decision-making: 
I. Only one sample and one picture can be taken at one position. 
2. A sample or picture is not taken twice from the same position. 
3. Conditions on the planet may make it impossible for the robot to take a sample. 
4. On a smooth terrain only one energy unit is used. 
5. On a rough terrain three energy units are used. 
6. If the sun is exposed, one energy unit is saved. 
7. The robot cannot take pictures or samples if the temperature or radiation is 
too high. 
8. The robot cannot move over a wall. 
9. If fewer than three units of energy remain, the robot cannot continue its mission. 
These limitations define conditions on the planet that the robot considers acceptable or 
unacceptable, situations when a sample or a picture can be taken, and expected energy expenditure. 
3.2. The ( 'twiroltnlel l l  
The planet's urface is modelled as an infinite grid with integer co-ordinates. Each point on the 
grid has four parameters {temperature, radiation, surface and light). Some parameters do not 
depend on time le.g. surface), others may change over time. The grid is maintained at the level 
of Prolog, as a set of unit clauses. For each point on the grid. numeric parameter values are 
pseudo-randoml,~ generated, based on the configuration in the neighbouring points. These numeric 
values are then translated into symbolic values of the parameters. For example, temperature 
may be normal and too_high. The catalogue of symbolic values is very limited but it can be 
easily extended. Next, these values are "'lifted" from Prolog to NEGOPLAN + tO be conveniently used 
in decision-making. They' are directly interpretable by the robot according to the conditions listed 
in Section 3.1. 
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An arbitrary point on the planet, (0, 0), is prepared and the robot "'lands" there. This is depicted 
in the first grid in Fig. 2. Data about four adjacent points are generated and the robot looks around 
at these points (the number of adjacent points and the number of points examined in one direction 
can be easily increased). Then, the robot chooses one point and moves to it; the choice is based 
on the value of a utility function that may be non-stationary. These two activities are depicted in 
the second and third grid in Fig. 2. 
After the move the grid is "'refreshed" at the Prolog level: for each point a new set of data is 
generated according to certain gradients which describe admissible changes in the temperature, 
radiation and lighting. These data are translated into values interpretable by the robot, and points 
which the robot had evaluated and disregarded previously may be reevaluated and chosen. The 
robot chooses a point, trying to avoid, if possible, a move to points already visited. It is assumed 
that the parameters of only five points at a time are considered in decision making. If the robot 
cannot choose any of these points, it stays for one cycle in its present position. 
With each visited point the information about the grid is updated. In addition to the most 
recent values of the tbur parameters (recall that with each move the whole grid is refreshed) 
two new parameters with binary values are added: picture and sample. This allows us to model 
the situation in which the robot returns to a point where it previously did not take a picture or 
a sample. 
3.3. Time 
One can usually divide a decision process into disjoint time intervals. The intervals are partially 
ordered, and the mission's time consists of a linearly ordered subset. The introduction of intervals 
justifies the decomposition of the global problem into subproblems, allows us to define local 
decision rules and local dependencies, and the scope of local decisions. In the case study, the mission 
is divided into four phases: starting, exploring, return, destroy. Either the return or destroy phase 
terminates the mission. 
The mission begins with the starting phase. The robot collects material during the exploring 
phase. During this phase the robot's capabilities may be restricted in that, for example, it sometimes 
cannot take both a picture and a sample simultaneously. The robot moves to the return phase if 
it has collected all the required samples and pictures, or if the energy level is too low to continue 
the mission. The robot may be destroyed if it is in a place with the radiation too high, or if it has 
used up energy required for return. 
The exploring phase is further divided into o'cles. We call these cycles sensing, decid- 
ing, choosing, doing and changing. The five cycles constitute one local decision and its 
implementation. It begins with the robot reading ("sensing") the values of the parameters of 
four adjacent points on the grid. The robot analyzes its environment in the deciding cycle and 
chooses the net' move in the choosing cycle. The actual move, together with taking samples or 
pictures, is performed in the doing cycle and the implications of the move are modelled in the 
changing cycle. 
The introduction of phases and cycles enables the use of different decision rules at different 
moments of the decision process, and links the behaviour of the robot with its states and with those 
of the environment. 
Beginning Choice First move Second move • 
O New point • Visited point O Evaluated point 
Fig. 2. The robot moves through the grid on the planet. 
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4. STRUCTURING COMPLEX DECISION PROBLEMS IN NEGOPLAN-I- 
There are static and dynamic aspects in the modelling of the agent's decision problem. 
They correspond to the structure of the problem at various stages of the process, and to the 
micro-changes that can be combined to bring the agent closer to its goals. By dynamic aspects we 
mean changes in the models m and ,., discussed in Section 2. By static aspects we mean determining 
the decision alternatives/~ and states E. 
Structures that describe both aspects constitute NEGOPLAN'S knowledge base which is initialized 
by the user, manipulated and updated by the system. Rules and metafacts describing the initial 
problem are part of the knowledge base. The remainder consists of metarules used to modify the 
problem structures, metafacts used to control the dynamic changes, and metarules that capture 
relations between the behaviour of the agent and the environment. 
A new model of the decision problem or the environment is determined by means of a forward 
chaining inference procedure. The state of the environment is modelled by Prolog procedures which 
implement he complementary models which we shall briefly discuss in Section 6.2. 
4.1. The static aspect 
The static aspect of the decision process is that pertaining to the situation of the agen~ and 
the environment at time t (see Fig. I for t = 0 and t = I). The decision problem is seen as a set 
of loosely coupled subproblems, they may be similarly decomposed to eventually reduce to 
elementary answers to questions about the agent and the environment. We say that the problem 
ultimately reduces to.facts. It is assumed that there exists a prOwipal goal which justifies the whole 
decision process (for example, a mission of a robot, successful negotiations, a healthy corporation). 
Often, to achieve the principal goal one must explain it in more accurate and operational terms. 
The representation ,,t is a hierarchical decomposition of the principal goal into subgoals, with facts 
at the lowest level. 
Facts and goals are represented with predicates, for example: 
local_goals 
samples_missing (5) 
The name of the predicate represents the general situation with regard to a certain class of 
facts, and the parameters give details. Although it is perfectly possible to have variables in 
such predicates, and indeed NEGOPLAN + does not prohibit this, the nature of facts with 
variables would not be clear. A variable in a predicate is a logical variable (a Prolog variable) 
which stands for " 'unknown",  and it is difficult to see any use of facts with unknown details. 
(We do use variables to generalize the descriptions of the dynamic aspect of decision making--see 
Section 4.2). 
The problem decomposition is summarily represented in an AND-OR tree which w.e call a goal 
representation tree. In Fig. 3 we give an example of such a tree describing the robot's initial decision 
problem. The principal goal for the problem is goals(robot). The problem is first to decide if the 
mission is to be continued, and if so, what objective and criterion the robot will use in its local 
decisions. 
The dependence of a goal or subgoal on one or more lower-level subgoals or facts is captured 
b3 a rule, and the representation ,,, is a set of rules. The following set of rules describes the robot 
goals(robot) ~ and 
abandonS)  ~ or mission( , , , ,=s ign(  continue ) 
critenon~~global_goals 
local_goals 
criterion( energy ) k~ ~"~ eRergy_left( 12 ) 
Criterion( samples ) ~ f samples_missing( 9 ) 
criterion( pictures ) pictures_missing( 8 ) 
Ftg 3 The initml AND=OR tree 
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which decided to continue the mission and has chosen minimization of the use of energy as its 
objective: 
goals(robot) ~ global_goals & local_goals. 
global_goals,- criterion(energy) & 
energy_left(1 2) & 
pictures_missing (8) & 
samples_missing (9). 
local_goals,-- present_position(O, O) & 
previous_position ( -  1, O) & 
cycle (sensing). (5) 
The first of three rules in formula (5) describes the decomposition of the robot's goals into global 
and local goals. The former are further explained by the second rule: they are decomposed into 
three facts which specify the optimization criterion to be used in decision making, and put numeric 
values on the robot's current mission objectives and parameters. The local goals indicate the robot's 
current and previous positions and the cycle. To obtain the uniformity of description the fact 
previous_position ( -  1, O) is introduced at the very beginning of the mission, with an arbitrary grid 
point adjacent o (0, 0). 
At any given moment, the environment is in a certain state and the agent in a condition whose 
characteristics are expressed by facts which may' be true or false. Logical values of facts are 
described by metafacts. A metafact written in the form 
S:F : :=V 
means that "'side" S (the agent or the environment) perceives fact F as having the value V. 
For example, the metafact 
robot : cycle(moving) ::= true. 
reads "'it is now true that the robot is about to change its position (to move)". 
Facts are labelled with the name of a side or a party which requests or proposes the assignment 
of a particular value to a fact. This labelling is derived from the negotiation paradigm. NEGOPLAN 
has been developed for negotiation support in which parties may view issues differently and may 
have conflicting demands. The true values are contingent upon the side which announces them. 
But in decision-making in general, and even in negotiation, there exist facts whose truth value is 
objective and does not depend on the point of view of either side. These are expressed as neutral 
metafacts in NEGOPLAN +.  
A neutral metafact is written in the form 
F ::= V. 
For example, neutral metafacts may be used to describe phases of the robot's decision process. 
The metafact: 
phase(robot, exploring):: = true 
means that the robot entered the exploring phase in which it can take pictures and samples. 
Note that the use of neutral metafacts is motivated onb semantically'. The underlying inference 
engine treats them in the same way as regular metafacts. 
4.2. The dynamic aspect 
The dynamic aspect of the decision problem is captured by metarules. They model local decisions 
which are then linked by &, into sequences of decisions. There are two types of metarules: response 
rules and modification rules. 
Response rules model changes in the condition of the agent and the state of the environment in
response to the current situation. A response rule associates a set of metafacts defining such a state 
with another set of metafacts that will be generated as a result of applying this metarule. Both sets 
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with another set of metafacts that will be generated as a result of applying this metarule. Both sets 
are usuall~ understood as conjunctions of metafacts, and the basic form of a metarule is 
metafactl &. . .  & metafact, 
new_metafactl & . . .  & new_metafact~. 
The net effect of applying this rule is the addition of new_metafactl . . . . .  new_metafactk to the 
knowledge base. They may be immediately used in other response rules. 
Metafacts are written as described in Section 4.1, and the)' may also contain variables. 
A metarule with variables generalizes a set of structurally similar situations with a small number 
of distinguishing parameters. 
Consider a simple variable-free xample first. The rule 
phase(robot, exploring) ::= true & 
robot : all_pictures_taken ::= true & 
robot : all_samples_taken ::= true 
phase(robot, return) ::= true & 
phase(robot, exploring) ::= false. (6) 
describes a phase change that occurs at the end of the robot's mission: if it is in the exploring phase 
and all material to be collected has indeed been collected, the robot will move to the return phase. 
In addition to metafacts, a metarule ma~ contain embedded Prolog calls (indicated by curly 
brackets). Such calls can be used to provide additional tests, perform simple calculations on 
parameters, or implement operations inaccessible in NEGOPLAN+ (including side effects such as 
asserting a Prolog clause). Before discussing the details, let us look at an example. The following 
rule illustrates the last two uses of embedded calls: 
phase(robot, exploring) ::= true & 
robot: cycle(choosing) ::= true & 
robot : present_position(K, L) ::= true & 
~,LUp is L+ 1, LDown is L -1 ,  KRight is K+ 1, KLeft is K -1}  & 
planet:possible_reward(K, LUp, Rewl ) ::= true & 
planet : possible_reward(KRight, L, Rew2) ::= true & 
planet:possible_reward(K, LDown, Rew3): := true & 
planet:possible_reward (KLeft, L, Rew4) ::= true & 
~,sort_list(K, kUp, Rewl,  KRight, L, Rew2, 
K, LDown, Rew3, Kkeft, L, Rew4, List) ~j 
robot : candidates(List) ::= true. (7) 
The robot is about to choose the next position (phase: exploring, cycle: choosing) and the current 
point is Ko. L0. The variables K, L become instantiated to K0. I-.o after matching the unique metafact 
robot : present-position(Ko, k0) ::= true, 
with the generic metafact in the rule. The first embedded call in rule (7) produces the coordinates 
of four adjacent points. The robot has already evaluated these points, assigning to each a value 
Rew, v,.hich reflects its absolute preference with respect to the point (K,, L,). Now the robot retrieves 
the necessary data and passes them to a Prolog procedure, defined by the user, which orders them 
by reward value. Before the procedure is called, the variables Rewl,  Rew2, Rew3, Rew4 will 
already be instantiated to the actual values. The sorted List is remembered as part of the metafact 
generated by this response rule. 
An embedded call at the left-hand side of a metarule is executed when all the preceding metafacts 
have been matched with metafacts in the knowledge base. If the call succeeds, the remaining 
metafacts and further calls will be considered in due time. If the call fails, the rule will not be 
applicable: it will be disregarded in future reasoning. In effect, a call acts as a "'screen" separating 
groups of metafacts. This guarantees that no variables are improperly left uninstantiated. A call 
at the right-hand side is usually executed for side effects. If it fails, it is simply ignored. 
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Embedded calls can refer to predefined Prolog operations or to "custom-made" operations 
necessary for the modelling. In our case such Prolog procedures are needed to maintain the 
randomly changing environment, calculate the reward function and so on. 
Response rules may determine the robot's behaviour and preferences on the basis of its current 
status and the state of the environment. As an example, consider this metarule with variables and 
embedded calls: 
phase(robot, exploring) ::= true & 
robot : cycle(choosing) ::= true & 
robot : candidates([t(Rew1, K1, L1 ), t(Rew2, K2, L2), 
t(Rew3, K3, L3), t(Rew4, K4, L4)]) ::= true & 
robot: previous_position(K1, L1 ) ::= true & 
{minus_infinity(Inf), Rew2 > Inf I 
robot : proposed_position(K2, L2, Rew2) ::= true. (8) 
Rule (8) describes the choice of a position of the robot (a point on the grid) when the values 
of the reward Rew, for the neighbouring positions are known. It says that even if the best position 
is that where the robot is now, it moves from this position to the second best. So, rule (8) introduces 
a lexicographic ordering preference and the preference to choose positions only on the basis of 
the reward value becomes of"secondary importance". The position (K1, K1 ) along with its reward 
is proposed, but position (K2, L2) is chosen because the robot has already visited (K1, L1 ). The 
additional condition, specified as the Prolog embedded call, says that the position (K2, L2) can only 
be chosen if it is feasible, for example, if there is no wall between the present position and (K2, L2). 
An infeasible position is such for which the reward value is equal to -.~-,. Note that the preference 
ordering introduced here is context-dependent a d the robot uses it only in the exploring phase. 
The decision of the robot at time t is obtained by applying procedure P.. to represent ~(t). This 
decision is implemented, affecting the robot's condition. The response rules introduce modifications 
into the future condition, which will be determined from ,,t(t + I). Therefore, rules which may 
change ,,t(t)into ,,~dt + I) are required. 
Modification ruh, s model changes in the problem representation. Modification rules react to 
the current condition of the agent or the state of the environment, and build a new (often, 
just slightly modified) representation f the decision problem. Response rules prepare the ground 
for modification rules. For example, consider again the rules graphically depicted in Fig. 3. 
Assume now that the robot continues its mission. 
phase (robot, starting) :: = true 
and that the following response rule is given: 
robot : criterion (12) :: = true & 
robot : energy_left(NE) ::= true & 
{NE= <15} 
==> 
robot : criterion (C) :: = false & 
robot : criterion (energy) :: = true. (9) 
The change from the problem structure given in Fig. 3 to that described in rule (5) can be then 
obtained with the use of the following modification rule: 
phase(start ing) ::= true & 
robot :cr i ter ion(energy)  ::= true 
modify ( 
goals(robot)  ,-- 
global_goals ,-- 
local_goals , -  
global_goals & local_goals. 
criterion (energy) & energy_left(12) & 
pictures_missing (8) & samples_missing (9), 
present_position (0. O) & 
previous_posit ion ( -  1. O) & cycle (sensing) 
(Io) 
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A modification rule's left-hand side has the same form as in response rules--it is a collection 
of metafacts and embedded calls. The right-hand side is a set of new definitions of goals or subgoals 
(three definitions in this example). These definitions replace the old ones, or they enrich the problem 
representation, 
Another example of a modification rule is the description of a change triggered by the robot's 
having collected all the required photographs: 
phase(robot, exploring) ::= true & 
robot : cycle(changing) ::= true & 
robot:present_position(K, L) ::= true & 
robot:previous_position (M, N) ::= true & 
robot : obtained_results(energy, NE, pictures, O, samples, NS) ::= true & 
{NS ==0} & 
ft refresh-grid } 
modify( 
global_goals *- 
local_goals ,- 
criterion(samples) & all_pictures_taken & 
energy_left (N E) & samples_missing (N S). 
previous_position (M, N) & present_position (K, L) & 
cycle(sensing) & not cycle(changing) 
). ( l l )  
The rule is applicable if the current move has brought the number of photographs necessary to 
zero, but there still are samples to collect. The criterion changes from energy to samples. 
The embedded call INS ==0} may block the application of the rule: there is another rule for 
the case of "'no pictures, no samples", and rule (I I) should not apply in that case. The second call 
~refresh_grid} is executed for its side effect: the underlying Prolog database will be updated so that 
new values of the parameters for all the points on the grid are obtained (see Section 3.2). 
4.3. NEGOPL.4N-J,- alld logic programnfing 
NEGOPLANff- is used to represent and resolve complex decision processes. The initial 
representation of the problem is typical of many rule-based systems: an attempt o decompose 
a complex structure or impose a structure on an ill-structured problem. Rules are then used in 
a similar, but more rigorous, manner to Eden's cognitive mapping technique [3]. The dynamic 
aspects of the decision process are modelled with metarules. 
The user of NFGOPLAN + can see himself as a programmer of sorts. Putting together a correct 
set of metarules is not unlike programming; it is similar to what one does in expert system shells 
such as ART. It is not necessary to be aware of the underlying inference ngine but its understanding 
helps achieve a remarkabl.~ tight control of chaining, if required. NEGOPLAN-I- is not, however, a 
logic programming language but a rule language whose underpinning is the mechanism of forward 
chaining. The user has no direct access to recursion and backtracking, two essential mechanisms 
that are the backbone of Prolog. 
NEGOPLAN + is a significant extension of the original version of NEGOPLAN. First of all, we allow 
variables in rules and in metafacts (insofar as they can be useful). We use unification rather than 
simple matching during forward chaining. This leads to powerful abbreviations, as only the side, 
name, and logical xalue must be given in a metafact, but not the fact's parameters. 
The second strength of NEGOPLAN + is the availability of embedded Prolog calls in response rules. 
A call is not treated as a normal metafact. Instead, it is executed when the forward chaining engine 
reaches it during the acti',ation of metarules. If it succeeds, it is removed as are the normal matching 
metafacts" if it fails, the rnetarule will be killed. A call embedded in the consequent of a rule is 
executed as well, and success is forced even if the call itself fails. 
Embedded calls allow us to express some aspects of modelling much more concisely than it 
x~ould be possible with metafacts. For example, we could represent the state of the environment 
(the grid) as a set of metafacts, but it is easier (and more efficient) to represent them in Prolog. 
Even an uninitiated user can create Prolog "'databases" (the simplest form of logic programs) to 
be added to NEGOPLAN'S knox~ledge base. 
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More importantly. NEGOPLAN-4"- can be customized by writing in Prolog operations that are not 
possible otherwise. A "'power user" can add his own Proiog procedures that will be accessible via 
embedded calls. An example of such enhancements is the handling of the randomly changing 
environment in our example. While it is not entirely impossible to achieve a somewhat weaker 
effect without Prolog. one would have to resort to complicated tricks (like those used to get the 
most out of the ART system). The absence of recursion makes it impossible to achieve iteration in 
NEGOPLAN-1-, SO, for example, we can only refresh the environment through Prolog calls. 
Metarules with embedded calls resemble the grammar rule notation available in many dialects 
of Prolog. At the surface, one only specifies the structural relationships between various elements 
of the language described by the grammar, but calls to Prolog are also possible. They express 
different kinds of agreement, organize access to the dictionary and perform semantically motivated 
transformations of linguistic structures. Similarly, a NEGOPLAN+ application could be easily 
enhanced by subtle operations on numbers, statistical computations and so on. 
5. AN EXPERIMENT 
5. I. Beginning of tile mission 
The modelling of the robors behaviour has been discussed in the previous ection. We have 
shown that local decisions are made on the basis of the current state of the environment and the 
robot's condition. If there are alternative decisions, the robot uses a decision rule (more than one 
criterion may be used and aggregated, for example, as in a utility function). 
To simulate the robot's mission two knowledge bases have been built. The first knowledge base 
contains only the rules describing the initial problem structure (see Fig. 3). The second knowledge 
base contains 16 response rules and five modification rules. NEGOPLAN has an option which allows 
values of facts to be pre-set. To begin the mission, the value of the fact mission(abandon) may 
be set to false. Then. the only feasible solution of the decision problem with the structure given 
in Fig. 3 is to begin the mission. This activates rules (9) and (10). so that the robot's description 
changes from this depicted in Fig. 3 to that given in rule (6). 
5.2. Mocing through the grid 
In Fig. 4 we present a short history of one simple mission. The robot visited seven points, took 
six pictures and two samples, and used 10 units of energy. The mission ended with two pictures 
and seven samples missing. 
The robot returned because less than three units of energy remained, and this triggered a drastic 
change in the goals of the mission, obtained by applying the following modification rule: 
phase(robot, exploring) ::= true & 
robotcycle(changing) ::= true & 
robot" energy_left(NE) ::= true & 
robot  obtained_results(energy, NE, pictures, NP, samples, NS) ::= true & 
INE < 3', & 
,' refresh_grid j
modify( 
goals(robot) ,-- 
global_goals ,-  
global_goals, 
return & pictures_not_col lected(NP) & 
samples_not_collected (NS) 
). (12) 
Rule (12) introduced new facts with fact return among them. The metafact describing return 
causes that the phases of the mission change through the response rule, 
robot : return ::= true 
:=~ 
phase(robot, return) ::= true & 
phase (robot, exploring) :: = false. 
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(0 ,  0 )  - - - 
( - I ,  0 )  l 0 0 
( . I ,  I) I 0 1 
(-2, I) I I 2 
(-2, 0) I 0 3 
(-1, 0) 0 0 0 
(-I, -1) I 0 I 
(0 ,  - I )  I I 3 
Totals: 6 2 10 
Ftg. 4. A simple experiment with NEGOPLAN. 
Thus, although the robot did not take all eight pictures and nine samples, it had to move to the 
roturn phase because of the energy limitation. 
The robot, as can be seen in Fig. 4, visited point ( - I, 0) twice. This was because of the criterion 
used. When the robot was in point ( - 2, 0). it could not move to ( - 3, 0) because there was a wall 
between these points. The energy expenditure required to move to the point ( - 2, - I ) was equal to 
3 (because of the rough surface and the hidden sun). while it was zero for the move to point ( - I, 0). 
To illustrate the impact of past decisions on the present choices, we have introduced two 
parameters announcing the presence or absence of a sample or picture. When, for example, the 
robot visits a point whose picture has been taken, the value denoting the presence of a picture is 
modified so that no more pictures will be taken. In our example, the robot did not take a picture 
when it visited point ( - I ,  0) for the second time. 
This experiment has focused on the new mechanisms of NEGOPLAN-]'-, especially the embedded 
calls and information about past events. We modelled a very simple robot with no redundant 
elements which could enable its strategic behaviour, changes in the use of resources or in its 
capabilities. In the next section we describe some of the additional features of NEGOPLAN, and then 
our plans for the general agent-environment problem and for NEGOPLAN d'-. 
5.3. Autonomous decisions and negotiation 
An important element of our experiment was that we applied the negotiation paradigm to the 
modelling of individual decision making. We said that NEGOPLAN is a system designed to support 
negotiators. Here, we use it to model the robot's mission, that is, to model an individual decision 
process. Our ability to use NEGOPLAN outside its original domain is due to the role that conflict 
plays in individual decision making [12]. Whenever there is a choice, there also is a conflict, and 
negotiation is an exemplary method of conflicts reduction. 
The adoption of the negotiation metaphor for individual decision making can be further justified 
by the following observations: 
• The integration of the agent's decisions with the environment is a natural extension 
of the interplay of the negotiating parties. 
• The environment is not uniform, so one can distinguish those elements which 
react to the agent's decisions and actions from those which are independent. 
The distinction is typical of negotiation: the elements which react represent he 
opponent, other elements represent he "'outer world". 
• Negotiation is a goal-oriented process in which partial decisions are made to obtain 
compromise proposals and counter-proposals. Similarly, the robot's mission is a 
process with local decisions which get the robot closer to or farther from the 
mission's overall goals. 
• A property shared by negotiation and the decision processes we consider here 
is that the underlying models change when new information becomes available. 
The agent's viewpoints, perspective and criteria of choice depend on the context. 
• The negotiation process depends on the outcomes of partial decisions. The agent 
does not prepare a new proposal before the results of her previous proposals have 
been analyzed. Similarly, the robot's next action depends on the outcomes of its 
previous actions. 
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These relationships between negotiation and individual decision making became apparent 
while modelling the robot's mission and conducting simple experiments. We see these results 
as an important conclusion from this work, not restricted to the proposed approach and 
modelling tools. 
6. REMARKS,  D IRECTIONS 
6. I. Flexibility 
The robot has basic capabilities present in any decision (analysis, aggregation and choice), and 
also those which take place in complex and difficult decision processes (response to external and 
internal stimuli, use of different decision rules, and modifications of the problem representation). 
We limited the presentation to new aspects of NEGOPLAN "t- and did not discuss some of its features 
which can significantly enrich the modelling process. For example, it is possible to expand the 
model with an additional mechanism which we expect to lead to the modelling of tactics and 
strategies. This is a special ogical value at O, which can be assigned to a metafact, and three solution 
procedures which are used to determine feasible decisions. A formal description of the procedures 
is given in Kersten and Szpakowicz [10]. 
The value ant' means that the fact described by F may be either false or true, and that both values 
must be taken into consideration when F is considered by NEGOr'LAN+. This value is especially 
useful when the agent has to make decisions which require taking into consideration aspects whose 
logical value changes in time. Some fact values may be fixed as an}' to express the agent's flexibility 
requirement. In general, the flexibility requirement expresses the agent's indifference as to a 
particular environmental or internal parameter. 
The value any is needed because decision making is oriented towards the future and predicate 
values are often unknown a priori. It can be used to complement or replace uncertainty, the most 
popular and most commonly used mechanism of dealing with the future [I 3]. Uncertainty measures 
are used to prepare the agent for subjectively or objectively expected values of predicates. The value 
any assigned to a predicate indicates that the agent does not need to consider this predicate for 
a gi,en representation of the problem, and for one or more states of the environment. This 
"'inse:.sitivity'" is directly related to flexibility. The more insensitive a decision with respect to 
predicates and variables the more flexible it is, as it can be implemented in a wider range of 
situations. 
We intend to add to NEGOPLAN + procedures which will determine flexible facts and also the most 
flexible decisions, that is. decisions with the largest number of flexible facts. The system should 
provide a bounding option which will allow a fact to be assigned a value which remains the same 
throughout the process. By assigning the value an)' to a fact, an attempt will be made to determine, 
for a given strategy or a given t}pe of behaviour of the environment, what attributes, activities or 
mechanisms are redundant. 
6.2. Modelling the em'ironment by the agent 
We assumed that there were only two ways of determining the environment's state. Some 
environmental parameter values were obtained from simple reactions of the environment to the 
agent's actions (for instance, when the robot took a picture). Other parameters were generated 
with the use of a complementao' model--a random number generator (another possibility would 
be a forecasting model). 
The robot's representation is disjoint from that of the environment. The robot is not aware of 
the mechanisms causing the changes in the environment, nor does it try to influence these 
mechanisms. An agent may be interested in determining the possible states or the relations between 
its behaviour and the states of the environment. This can be partially modelled in NEGOPLAY + with 
the use of metarules and embedded calls. The agent may have prepared, in the form of rules or 
quantitative models, primitives which are used to develop a representation. For example, it may 
use statistical analysis to determine regularities. If such regularities are discovered, a statistical 
model will be used to predict the values of some parameters of the environment. This model then 
becomes a partial representation which is used in decision-making. 
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Modification rules were used to model changes in the agent's problem representation. In a 
similar manner we can use such rules to model changes in the environment as they are seen by 
the agent. The evolving representation can be used to determine the agent's trategies and tactics. 
We plan to expand NEGOPLAN + with the ability of building the environment's representations and 
modifying them in response to the agent's decisions. 
6.3. Organization and control 
NEGOPLAN--F offers only limited control of rule application. For the case presented above, 
we could have used a GPS-like approach with the number of pictures and samples as objectives. 
This would suggest a strategy of reducing the difference between the initial state and the expected 
state, defined by the number of pictures and samples already taken. However, such a strategy may 
not be possible in negotiations and in other kinds of complex decision processes. Alternatively, one 
may define overall goals, but locally varying decision rules must be used, and this approach is 
proposed here. 
There are two control mechanisms present in the system. One is the grouping of rules, metarules 
and models into "'packets". The user creates the necessary metafacts that in effect partition all 
the metarules into groups applicable at different moments. We used this possibility in dividing the 
decision process into phases and c}cles. Michalowski et al. [8] give additional examples of 
categorizing the "'other side" (which in that case is a hostage-taker) into different profiles. 
A more typical form of control is related to choice. In many decision situations we use 
mechanisms which order options or alternative decisions. Weights, expected value, preferences, 
aspiration or utility are examples of ordering criteria in such mechanisms. The common feature 
of these mechanisms i their ability to aggregate aspects, objectives, or features that are otherwise 
incomparable. NEGOPLAN had no such built-in mechanisms, and the only available rule of choice 
was "'first in, first out". The use of competitive rules could be controlled uring the development 
stage but not during the execution stage. NEGOPI'AN+ makes it possible to use any desired 
mechanism through the use of embedded Prolog calls. 
Control mechanisms available in NEGOPLANJr - are weak because they do not ensure the rational 
behaviour of the modelled agent during the whole process. They can be validated locally but their 
overall efficiency or effectiveness is unknown over time. It is an open problem whether ational 
global mechanisms exist. Despite Axelrod's [14] inspiring experiment with the Computer Prisoner's 
Dilemma Tournament in x~hich Rapoport's TIT FOR TAT decision rule was the most effective, other 
decision rules were more effective in specific environments. Another problem appears when a 
decision is unique and made only once, as many strategic decisions are. The approach we propose 
and intend to investigate is to define certain control mechanisms and have a meta-control 
mechanism which will choose and apply them according to some predefined strategies. To realize 
this concept full}', we must be able to predict the environment's behaviour, that is, the agent must 
build a model of the environment and try to determine its future states. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have argued that a rule-based formalism, augmented with a carefully, limited access to Prolog, 
can enhance our capability of modelling a broad class of decision processes. It is our experience 
that this combination of a high-level rule system and a relatively low-level programming language 
offers a promising paradigm for decision-making in the presence of non-trivial interactions. Our 
s~stem allo~s us to formulate context-dependent decision rules and express both qualitative and 
quantitative aspects of the decision problem in a concise and general manner. 
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